



Sydney Morning Herald Half Marathon Training Program 
Start Training on Monday 25th April 

Recovery run - These recovery runs are to help get your body moving again after your long 
weekend runs. They are preferably to be done the day after your long run. As well as to help get 
your body moving again they are also to help your body learn how to train under fatigue as you 
will be tired after the longer runs at the weekends. These run do not have to be at any set pace, 
they are just to be at a comfortable effort that you can sustain for the required distance. 


Mid week interval running - Run your required distance in intervals of fast and slow paces. Start 
with a pace that you are comfortable with and run 500 metres at that pace to warm up. After 500 
metres pick your pace up to 3/4 of your fastest running pace or close to a sprinting pace and hold 
that pace for either 200 or 400 metres (as stated above - 200/200 or 200/400), then slow back 
down to a steady pace for 200 metres to let your body recover and repeat for the duration of your 
run. This will improve your fitness and lung capacity. It will help you when you have some hills in 
your race, you will be used to your heart rate being increased rapidly without it effecting your 
overall running. 

Mid week fast run - Run your required distance at a pace that you are pushing yourself to 
maintain for the required distance. Each week try to improve that pace by 10 - 15 seconds per 
average kilometre. This is where you will be improving your overall pace so push yourself in these 
runs. 


Weekend long slow runs - These runs are just to get the distance into your legs and to help get 
your breathing together so they are to be at a slow steady pace with no stopping. They should be 
at a pace that you could chat to a friend the whole way through if running with someone. Try to 
focus on getting a into a good breathing pattern in these runs, a breathing pattern that makes you 
feel like you could run all day. If you are struggling with your breathing you are running to fast. 


Goodluck

Beginning week 
recovery run 

Mid week interval 
run 

Mid week fast run Weekend long 
slow run 

Week 1 3 km - 200/200 5 km 7 km

Week 2 4 km 4 km - 200/200 6 km 9 km

Week 3 5 km 4 km - 200/200 7 km 11 km

Week 4 5 km 5 km - 200/400 8 km 13 km

Week 5 6 km 5 km - 200/400 9 km 15 km

Week 6 6 km 6 km - 200/400 10 km 17 km

Week 7 7 km 6 km - 200/400 12 km 18 km

Week 8 6km 5 km - 200/400 8 km Half Marathon 


